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Abstract—Multi-tenancy is sharing a single application’s resources to serve more than a single group of users (i.e. tenant). Cloud application providers are encouraged to adopt multi-tenancy as it facilitates increased resource utilization and ease of maintenance, translating into lower operational and energy costs. However, introducing multi-tenancy to a single-tenant application requires significant changes in its structure to ensure tenant isolation, configurability and extensibility. In this paper, we analyse and address the different challenges associated with evolving an application’s architecture to a multi-tenant cloud deployment. We focus specifically on multi-tenant data architectures, commonly the prime candidate for consolidation and multi-tenancy. We present a Domain-Specific Modeling language (DSML) to model a multi-tenant data architecture, and automatically generate source code that handles the evolution of the application’s data layer. We apply the DSML on a representative case study of a single-tenant application evolving to become a multi-tenant cloud application under two resource sharing scenarios. We evaluate the costs associated with using this DSML against the state of the art and against manual evolution, reporting specifically on the gained benefits in terms of development effort and reliability.

1. Introduction

Many new applications are released following the Software as a Service (SaaS) model that enables consumers to access the provider’s applications running on a cloud over the Internet [1]. A SaaS application can be designed as single-tenant or multi-tenant. A tenant is a group of users that belongs to an organization who has access with specific privileges to an application [2]. In single-tenancy, each tenant is served by a dedicated application instance which runs on a logically isolated hardware, such as a Virtual Machine (VM) or a container. In multi-tenancy, multiple tenants share hardware and software cloud resources, while the application distinguishes the requests and data of each tenant [3]. Tenants must be able to configure and extend the application to their needs as it runs in a dedicated environment.

Multi-tenancy is generally preferred as it enables increased resource utilization, and reduces the operational and energy costs of resource provisioning and software maintenance through consolidation [4], [5], [6], [7]. These benefits encourage application providers to adopt multi-tenancy to their existing applications. However, introducing multi-tenancy affects all layers of the application structure which requires developers to address multiple challenges and find a balance between several architectural trade-offs [2]. This, consequently, increases development and maintenance complexity [8], [9]. The following are multi-tenancy concerns along with design factors that influence the architecture.

- **Configurability and extensibility:** Sharing application logic and data across different tenants requires the application to be widely configurable and extensible to cater for tenant-specific needs. This concerns different functional and non-functional aspects of the application such as adding or removing features, changing the user interface, and customizing the business logic.
- **Tenant isolation:** The application must ensure that tenants only view and edit their own data. This requirement must also ensure that tenant-specific configurations and extensions do not directly affect the application for other tenants.
- **Scalability:** A successful SaaS should be able to scale horizontally as the number of tenants changes. During horizontal scaling, cloud resources are created or deleted to match application performance requirements [10].
- **Ease of development and maintenance:** The complexity in development and maintenance processes of a multi-tenant SaaS may increase application cost, potentially leading to concerns about tenant satisfaction.

In multi-tenancy, one of the highest priorities is to create a data architecture that supports multi-tenancy requirements, and one that is also efficient and cost-effective to implement and maintain [11]. Such data architecture typically requires a partitioning scheme that enables tenant isolation and scalability. In addition, the architecture must be extensible to support customization. There are three common multi-tenant data segmentation patterns [11]: (i) separate databases where each tenant is deployed on a dedicated database instance, (ii) a shared database with separate schemas for each tenant, and (iii) a shared database with a shared schema. However,
finding the desired level of flexibility with sufficient isolation depends on technical consideration (i.e. scalability, customizability and development effort) and tenant requirements [9].

Abu-Matar and Whittle [7] have noted that Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) could address such multi-tenancy concerns, specifically to generate and/or maintain cloud implementations. DSLs are concise, simple and expressive languages that are intended to address problems of a specific domain through high level and abstract notions [12]. From a software engineering viewpoint, a DSL refers to a modeling language that offers notations and concepts that can be directly manipulated by a domain expert to express a solution as a model [13]. There have been some approaches in this direction. For example, CloudDSL [14] describes different cloud services using a common cloud vocabulary, CloudML [15] is another DSL to specify provisioning, deployment, and adaptation concerns. However, these efforts specifically target provisioning issues, primarily scalability, and do not support multi-tenancy in the data layer of a cloud application.

In this paper, we address the architectural concerns during the evolution process of a single-tenant application to a multi-tenant SaaS. We present a DSML for modeling a multi-tenant database that supports tenant isolation, configurability and extensibility. We focus on the data layer as it is often the prime candidate for multi-tenancy [4] as other layers are typically stateless in cloud applications [16], [17]. The DSML provides an automated support to design a data architecture, generate source code and evolve an application’s data layer. The main goal is to reduce time and effort required for development, and to improve maintainability during the evolution of multi-tenant SaaS applications. We report on a case study of applying the DSML to re-engineering a single-tenant web application to a multi-tenant SaaS, and evolving the multi-tenancy data architecture. Evaluation against other approaches shows that using the DSML brings benefits in terms of reliability and maintainability.

2. Domain-Specific Modeling Language

In this section, we present a DSML that allows a modeler to model a database architecture to support development and evolution of SaaS applications. The DSML comprises of the concepts of storage types, database partitioning models, and it supports multi-tenancy. It has been implemented as a Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 extension using the Visualization and Modeling SDK (VMSDK) [18]. VMSDK allows the creation of a meta-model, graphical representation of each component in the meta-model, validation of a model, and generation of code, documents, configuration files and other artifacts from the model. In modeling languages, a meta-model describes a domain of the language, and a model is designed according to the concepts defined in it.

The DSML consists of seven domain classes and their relationships as depicted in Figure 1.

1) The DatabaseModel domain class represents a model where a developer creates a database structure. A database model must have at least one shard.
2) A Shard is a database partition, and it can contain TenantTypes, Tables and Enumerations. The Partitioning property of the Shard can be set to one of the data models that were described in Section 1.
3) A TenantType describes a type of tenant in a shard. For example, there might be Standard and Premium tenant types that use different sets of tables in a shard.
4) A Table is a collection of Fields.
5) A Field is a single piece of data with several properties such as name, data type, and isRequired.
6) An Enumeration is a list of Items.
7) The TenantType can reference to tables, whereas the Table can reference to other Tables or Enumerations.

All domain classes, except Field and Item, are mapped to their visual representations.

During modeling of a database structure, constraints and validation are important to keep the model consistent. When the model has some conflicts with the semantics of the meta-model, the DSML should notify the modeler. For example, names of database elements must be unique valid identifiers and must not be blank. In our DSML, the validation of a model was implemented using a validation framework that is provided by VMSDK. Thus, a model is checked when it is loaded or saved, and the DSML asks for confirmation if the model is invalid. The modeler decides whether to confirm or discard invalid models to be saved.

Once a database model is ready, source code is generated for each shard from the model. The code generator was implemented using T4 Text Templates [18], which is a built-in Microsoft Visual Studio tool. T4 allows to generate program code and other files according to data from the model. In our DSML, the generated code are data models in C# and a wrap-up class for establishing a database connection. Initially, data models are generated for shared entities, followed
by data models for each tenant type. Shared and tenant type specific models are stored in different namespaces.

3. Case Study

To investigate the practical feasibility and to evaluate the utility of applying the presented DSML, we apply it to a case study where we re-engineer a single-tenant web application to introduce multi-tenancy. Further, we evolve the multi-tenant data architecture to provide a more isolated database approach for particular tenants.

The Education Center service has been chosen as a prototypical use case. It is a single-tenant application that can be deployed in Azure, and it was developed as a multi-tier .NET application with an ASP.NET MVC front-end and a SQL database for data store. The size of the application is about 1.5k lines of code (LOC). The application consists of presentation, business logic, and data layers. This separation helps to manage complexity during the development and evolution processes, and it also enables loose coupling between the application layers.

Three groups of users interact with the application: application administrator, instructors and students. The application administrator manages instructors, courses, and student admissions. She also enrolls students to courses, and assigns instructors to courses. Instructors mark students who are assigned to the courses they teach. Students view courses they are enrolled on and their progress on each course.

3.1. Introducing Multi-tenancy

During the adoption of multi-tenancy, we tried to minimize the number of changes in the application structure. However, several modifications were performed to isolate tenants in the database and the application. The evolution process was implemented in the following steps:

- **Authentication.** The authentication mechanism was modified to identify end users of tenants. When a user is successfully authenticated, the application looks for a tenant who owns the user from the TenantUsers table. Then, the application loads a tenant-specific user interface and connects to an appropriate database instance from the configuration information of the tenant.

- **Modeling the database using the DSML.** The database structure was modeled following the single shared database for all tenants model as depicted in Figure 2. The Tenant and TenantAdministrator entities were added to the database. The Tenant entity represents a customer with configuration information who has subscribed to the service, whilst the TenantAdministrator is a service administrator of a tenant who is responsible for managing the application. Figure 2 also shows that a tenant has departments, instructors, courses and students. A department has multiple courses, and an instructor can belong to a department. In turn, many instructors can be assigned to many courses. Finally, the data about student enrollments are stored in the Enrollments table. Once the database model has been designed, a source code is generated with a wrapper class to dynamically connect to an appropriate database.

- **Implementing tenant isolation.** To provide data isolation for each tenant, the primary keys of tables that belong to a tenant contain a globally unique identifier TenantID as a prefix, and end with a four-digit integer counter. This ensures tenants access to their data, and it also helps to minimize changes at the data layer during future evolutions of the application.

- **Modifying the business logic.** The business logic has been modified as new entities, Tenant and TenantAdmin, need to be managed by the application provider. For entities that belong to a tenant, queries for creation were modified so that a foreign key will be generated properly. In addition, all classes that interact with the data layer use the generated wrapper class to establish a connection to an appropriate database instance.

3.2. Evolution of Multi-tenant SaaS

There are several reasons that trigger application evolution in a multi-tenant application, including fixing bugs, changes in business environment, improving security and reliability, changes in existent tenant requirements, or new tenant requirements. The application should respond to such changes to maintain tenant satisfaction.

When architecting the application structure, we decided to use a single database instance shared by all tenants.
as opposed to a separate database per tenant or a shared database with tenant-specific schemas. The former choice offers lower cost and more ease of management. However, as the number of tenants increases over time, the number of concurrent end users and data stored by each tenant increase as well. Moreover, some tenants may require a separate database due to privacy requirements. These scenarios require a more isolated data storage approach and need changes in the application structure.

The evolution from the single shared database model to the separate databases has been performed by changing the Partitioning property of the shard to ‘Separate Database Per Tenant’ mode. A dedicated database instance was created for each tenant, and a tenant-specific database name is stored in the tenant’s configurations. The modeler creates a shard per tenant to define tenant-specific schemas. The overall application structure was changed, as depicted in Figure 3, based on the external configuration store pattern [10]. The configuration information of tenants is deployed in the default database. The application authenticates tenants and their end users by connecting to the default database. When the authentication is successful, the application redirects tenants and their end users to their own database instance. This provides easier management and control of configuration data. It also allows sharing configuration data across applications and application instances.

4. Evaluation

Our evaluation strategy is to use the case study described in the previous section to compare our DSML against Elastic Tools for Azure SQL databases [19] and against manual code refactoring as a baseline. Elastic Tools provides libraries to simplify and manage large numbers of databases that support a SaaS. It also proposes Row-Level Security [20] that enables the implementation of restrictions on data row access based on user query characteristics. During manual code refactoring, we followed the guidance to develop a multi-tenant SaaS [21] and cloud patterns [10]. In particular, we inspected the time required for evolution and measured code reliability through counting error frequencies for the following two evolution scenarios:

- **Scenario 1**: evolution from single- to multi-tenancy;
- **Scenario 2**: evolution from a single shared database model to a separate database per tenant model.

To implement Scenario 1, an application needs to introduce tenant entities (for tenant users and administrators), and implement authentication logic to handle tenant-specific data entities. This entails not only modifications to the database schema, but also to queries through presentation and business logic layers. Scenario 2 requires the application to map each tenant to its own database instance and to remove row-level security as each tenant connects to a physically isolated database.

4.1. Developer Time

Figure 4 shows the developer time spent to support each evolution scenario. To ensure fair comparison, we excluded the time needed to learn the appropriate APIs for Elastic Tools and tool support for the DSML.

In order to adopt multi-tenancy (Scenario 1), the following implementation modifications were required: (i) Enhance the authentication mechanism to retrieve tenant configuration information when an end user authenticates; (ii) Modify the data layer by introducing Tenant and TenantAdministrator entities; (iii) Alter the existing database schema by adding TenantID to tenant-specific tables in order to provide row-level access; and (iv) Modify CRUD queries to ensure tenant isolation at the presentation and business logic layers.

Using manual evolution, the above implementation steps required a total of 13 hours. Using Elastic Tools required 14 hours. In contrast, only 10 hours were needed to support Scenario 1 using our DSML as the required modifications were easier to introduce through the high level database architecture it offers. The graphical representation of the data architecture improves understandability, and the code generator directly transforms changes in the model to the data layer. However, manual changes were required in the business logic and presentation layers.
To support 
Scenario 2, both our DSML and Elastic Tools required no additional time on top of that needed to move to a multi-tenant model. Manual refactoring, on the other hand, required additional code changes that took about 6 hours in order to dynamically connect to a tenant-specific database and to remove row-level access.

4.2. Reliability

We also evaluate the reliability of our DSML through the frequency of making errors in application code during the evolution processes. For this, we used the Microsoft .NET unit testing framework for managed code to identify errors on a module level. We categorized errors according to their appearance at each layer of the application. The total number of errors for both evolution scenarios by each approach is illustrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Error counts at each application layer for evolution through Scenario 1 followed by Scenario 2](Image)

The manual approach is noticeably the most error-prone one. Specifically, 20 and 7 errors were encountered at the business logic layer and data layer, respectively. This is not particularly surprising given the additional amount of logic that has to be manually implemented. Evolution of the presentation layer to multi-tenancy went smoothly as this layer only required minor changes.

The automated approaches fared better in terms of error count. Where these errors occurred, however, differ slightly between them. At the data layer, there were no errors when using our DSML due to the automation. The DSML is specifically designed for this purpose so it makes it easy to model a multi-tenant data structure, model a database schema for each tenant type or even per tenant, manage tenant-specific and shared tables, and generate source code from the model. In contrast, errors at this level were found for the remaining approaches: 7 for manual refactoring (as already described) and 3 for Elastic Tools. The errors were caused by missed TenantID in the tenant-specific entities, failures to connect to a database, incorrect routing of a tenant to its database instance, and faulty implementation of sharding management.

Errors at the business logic layer include incorrect implementation of tenant-isolation, invalid queries to interact with the data layer and issues with mapping an end user to its tenant. The number of such errors is high (20) with the manual approach but relatively low with both our DSML (12) and Elastic Tools (9). Adjusting queries to ensure tenant isolation using the manual approach and Elastic Tools introduced many problems, especially with complex queries. In case of the DSML, errors were found during the generation of a primary key for tenant-specific entities.

Interestingly, presentation layer errors were only found with our DSML (2). In single-tenancy, entities are retrieved by their primary keys using HTTP GET requests. In multi-tenancy, we include TenantID as a prefix of tenant-specific entities’ primary keys. This revealed the TenantID in the query string in the web browser address bar when an entity was requested for editing, and the errors occurred when we tried to conceal it from end-users.

As a tool prescribed for highly evolving data applications, Elastic Tools evidently still requires substantial effort and cost for the fairly steady workload presented by our basic use case. Furthermore, Elastic Tools has been designed for Azure SQL databases only, which limits its application for other cloud platforms. Nonetheless, it is representative for our comparative purposes here as it is available for public, is suitable for the application structure, and it supports all multi-tenancy patterns for the data layer.

5. Discussion

Overall, our results indicate that using the DSML to handle evolution in multi-tenant SaaS applications saves development time and greatly minimizes the number of errors at the data layer. However, it also comes with minor errors in other layers of the application, namely the presentation layer. This could be minimized through defining dependencies between the application layers and transforming changes from one layer to subsequent layers.

The DSML allows a developer to model a database structure and generate a source code from the model. During further evolution of the application, sometimes it is easier to make minor changes in the generated code rather than modifying the model and re-generating the application code. Currently, changes in the code are not transformed back into the model. As a result, synchronization issues emerge between the model and the code. We attempted to address this issue, however, the VMSDK tool that we used to implement the language lacks the capability to handle such two-way synchronization. This might be an area of future development, although making reverse synchronization work properly will lead to a higher implementation cost of the DSML.

Moreover, to evaluate the generalizability of the DSML, we need to extend a code generator so that it is compatible with the programming languages and frameworks for other cloud providers. Finally, when the data layer is evolved the relevant layers of the application must be traversed as modification in this layer entails corresponding changes in related layers.
6. Related Work

In this section, we discuss existent literature on handling multi-tenancy and evolution challenges in the context of SaaS cloud applications. We categorized the approaches as DSLs for cloud applications and industrial work that manages multi-tenancy at the data layer.

6.1. DSLs

CloudDSL supports application migration across cloud platforms [14]. It is a graphical DSL for describing different cloud IaaS services. The DSL itself was implemented by exploiting the Epsilon tool and it uses a cloud meta-model that covers a wide range of different cloud platform entities. The meta-model was implemented by extensive analysis of cloud platforms, identification of similarities of entities in cloud platforms, and combining entities and their relationships into a new meta-model.

Another DSL-based approach for cloud application development and deployment has been presented in [22] where a DSL designer implements a graphical DSML using Visual Studio DSL Tools and hosts it as a SaaS. This eliminates the need for installation and configuration of a modeling environment, thus an application designer models an application using a web browser and automatically deploys it to the Google App Engine cloud platform. A further DSL for creating automated functional tests for SaaS applications has been described in [23]. The approach addresses functional user interface and platform compatibility testing problems. The DSL is supported by a Visual Studio extension tool which allows to create, execute and debug tests.

6.2. Multi-tenant Databases

Multi-tenancy at the data layer has been addressed using DB2 software for a SQL database by IBM [24]. It supports all data models that were described in Section 1, and the author highlights the benefits and challenges of each data model. In addition, the following approaches to handle configurability have been described: (i) a tenant identifier for each row in a shared schema, and (ii) pureXML to store data. This approach limits flexibility as extensions require to alter the table, and extension columns will be included for all tenants. In pureXML, a table consists of two columns: a tenant identifier and XML data types. This allows tenants to have separate schemas per column. A similar approach has been introduced by [25] where PostgreSQL uses semi-structured data types, such as json, jsonb and hstore, to support multi-tenancy and configurability. The main difference from pureXML is that only variable fields are stored in a semi-structured data type.

As sharding SQL databases was not enough to support scalability and reliability of the AdWords system, Google has designed a distributed relational database system F1 [26]. F1 combines high availability and scalability of NoSQL systems, and consistency and usability of SQL databases. It proposes a hierarchical database model where the child table contains a foreign key to its parent table as a prefix of its primary key. For example, the Education Center schema may contain a table Tenant with primary key (TenantID) that has a child table Department with primary key (TenantID, DepartmentID), which in turn has a table Instructor with primary key (TenantID, DepartmentID, InstructorID). Including a tenant identifier in primary keys ensures that tenant related data are in the same partition. Likewise, Twitter introduced Manhattan, a multi-tenant distributed database, that ensures scalability and low latency in a real-time environment [27]. Customers interact with the storage system through a dedicated interface layer. As in Google’s F1, a hierarchical key structure is used to design a data architecture. However, these databases are not publicly available, and they depend on other proprietary technologies.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Multi-tenant cloud applications have a potential of saving different operational costs through consolidation. However, evolving a single-tenant SaaS application into a multi-tenant one is a relatively costly and error-prone process. In this paper, we presented the architectural concerns during the evolution process of a single-tenant web application to a multi-tenant SaaS. We also proposed a DSML to address multi-tenancy challenges at the data layer. The DSML provides automated support to design a data architecture, generate source code and evolve an application’s data layer.

We conducted a case study by applying our DSML on a typical single-tenant three-tier web application, and used that to compare our DSML to a manual code refactoring technique and to Microsoft Elastic Tools for Azure SQL. The outcomes show that using our DSML can decrease the number of errors in application code, and reduce the time and effort during the evolution from single- to multi-tenancy.

For future work, we intend to expand the application of our DSML to include further case studies on more cloud platforms (e.g. Amazon Web Services, Google App Engine) to further evaluate the generalizability of the DSML. We plan to conduct another case study with a more complex data model to validate the results. We also plan to improve the DSML to traverse all the relevant layers during evolution.
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